About Archimaze

- We are an Architectural visualization company with more than 15 years of rich experience but with a different line of thought.

- We at Archimaze believe in R&D as much as we believe in generating revenues and profits.

- We have built a capability in the field of Virtual Reality (VR) and Augmented Reality (AR) widely used for Immersive experiences.

- Our 3D animations are widely used in different fields of Architecture & Urban Planning, and Interior design being two of the major users. In both these situations, we work closely with reputed architects and interior designers.
Services Provided

- Architectural Visualizations (3D modeling and renderings)
- 3d animations and walkthrough videos
- Real time interactive walkthrough for VR headset devices like Samsung Gear, Google Cardboard, Oculus Rift, HTC Vive
- Augmented reality applications for Microsoft HoloLens, android or iOS devices
- Virtual reality applications for Google cardboard, google daydream or Samsung gear VR
- 3d modelling for 3d printing and prototyping
Work Sample

- 3d work samples: [http://www.archimaze.com/gallery](http://www.archimaze.com/gallery)

- Walkthrough samples: [https://youtu.be/jM9J6p-zZ3k](https://youtu.be/jM9J6p-zZ3k)
  [https://youtu.be/VfEbpNcXcLEw](https://youtu.be/VfEbpNcXcLEw)
  [https://youtu.be/XnAwWs1GQTw](https://youtu.be/XnAwWs1GQTw)

- Industrial / Product design samples: [http://www.archimaze.com/technical-3d](http://www.archimaze.com/technical-3d)

- 360 VR: [https://youtu.be/OREK8Wl5wm8](https://youtu.be/OREK8Wl5wm8)

- Realtime VR samples: [https://youtu.be/wSNPxevx3C8](https://youtu.be/wSNPxevx3C8)
Industries Applicable

- Real Estate - Residences
- Real Estate - Commercial
- Product Design and Manufacturing
- Safety Trainings and simulation
- Gamification
Our Team

- Archimaze has a team of Architects, Interior designers, CADD Managers, 3D Artists, Video Editors and graphic designers who are well trained on their respective fields.
Archimaze Milestones with VR / AR technologies

Partnered with SAP Dubai Co Innovation Lab for research on VR & AR

Ref: Vidya Gugnani: https://www.linkedin.com/in/vidya-gugnani-392b4467/

Ref: Vasanth Kumar: https://www.linkedin.com/in/cvasanthk/
Participated in Dubai Design District event 2017 to showcase VR / AR to the visitors

Partnered with DZ design FZ LLC for the Design Event

Ref: Dina: 
https://www.linkedin.com/in/dinamurali/
Participated in Nasscom ILF 2018 conference in Hyderabad to showcase VR / AR Technologies

Demonstrated VR / AR apps Integration into Blockchain technology for Business Intelligence
Participated at International Animation Day 2018, Hyderabad, conducted by ASIFA

Demonstrated VR / AR technologies to the aspiring students of Animation and VFX
Conducted workshops on Unity 3D, Unreal for VR / AR at various Educational Institutions and Corporate offices

Member of BonfireVR community

Participated in the Facebook T-Hub accelerator program in Hyderabad, and setup a VR experience to the visitors